
"The  life  of  money-making  is  one  undertaken  under  compulsion,  and
wealth is evidently not the good we are seeking; for it is merely useful and
for the sake of something else." 

– Aristotle, alive in Ancient Greece around 300 BC.

’ve read your research as one claims to be
this,  I hate to be the one to drain the lizard

in one’s  cornflakes but  that’s  a mockery of
my entire roster over the history I operate as
a  publisher.  I  published  a  school  teacher  at  an
Evangelical high school from British Columbia as his
research he does. To put it politely -- well rivals
us or even me.  LAKE FOSSIL is set in an era
where  young  earth  creationism  was  being
forced in public schools. 

I

I see that you blocked my author page
and  private  profile  from  posting  on  your
Facebook – I guess what I said cuts to the heart.
This  isn’t  an  apology  but  consider  this  an
olive  branch  to  challenge  the  research  my
roster  and  some correspondence done  over
the years.  

What I wrote in Lake Fossil – well the events in this science fiction yarn
happened in 1990 over in New Lenox, Illinois.  Then one will have this  blog
entry as I invite one to read – as what you’re doing is research beyond what you
did in college.   Young Earth Creationism is  an Independent Baptist/Seventh
Day Adventist born mentality. I am going to be clear and say which the influence
touched  into  the  Assemblies  Of  God  and  other  congregations  through  the
poisoned logic of Jack T. Chick. 

“How did you know about Jack T. Chick?” would be something I would be
asked.  I had refuted him in my science fiction and horror output.

I will leave this YouTube video as I am doing an anonymous project. My
name will be left off this publication; there will be an open office document I am
passing around; a few actually. 

I am encourage young earth creationists and King James Only advocates to
challenge The Ethereal Gazette: Issue Five. 

One of the documentaries one will be looking at will be this and you will be
done  up  like  Lazarus  of  Bethany  with  modern  technology  and  innovations
within the information age.  

THIS WILL BE OVERSEEN BY FOUR THEISTIC EVOLUTIONISTS,
EVOLUTIONARY CREATIONISTS, AND A TWO ATHEISTS.  Then one thing you will
be watching is this obscure presentation.  The presentation is an artist rendition
of Christ as forensic examination.  Christ died for us and I will leave it at that but
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I am going to explain that Illinois’ history alone is older than the first writings of
Genesis. That’s where you get to challenge not only THE ETHEREAL GAZETTE:  
ISSUE FIVE   but  also  the  blog  entry  known as  The  Science  Gospel  where  I
humiliated the entire collective when they were trying to reinvent the light bulb.
What you will be using in your presentation in print will be a costume from a
cosplay maker where I will be consulting the specifications – this is right out of
my roster’s near future based material.  

The costume will be based on the appearance of the classic Nintendo game
Metroid with the 2000s era sequels. I see the logic of those who are young earth
creationists, more or less. 

They saw  my photo from 2007 they’d end up getting a collective puddle
because I will be able to use some hf the arguments they have against them.
Think the scene in The Black Hole where they had a woman done up like this
and under the table of a factory scene. And looking at that photograph – that’s
from the  real  museum campus;  as  this  became how Issue  Five  fell  together
ultimately.  So I am submitting this link from LiveScience.com of the Big Bang.  

I suggest  thumbing around and gathering information on  Quora.com for
what one will be doing. Everyone retains the copyrights of of their contributions
and will have an.odt to be passed around.  Blocking me on facebook meant I
said something that touched a war nerve. 

I am giving each willing to take part about 2300 to start and 6900 words
max – the catch is minimal quoting of Scripture and see how much research one
is willing to do.  THE WHOLE USING SCRIPTURE TO PAY LAST RESPECTS TO
STEPHEN HAWKING WAS WRONG..  Young earth creationism with investigative
journalism is nothing short of gerbilism. That along with quote-mining in parts
where I am the one who coined the term “piss blogger.” To effectively pull this
off you can’t  parrot every other paragraph or every other sentence. This is the
writer’s article on the subject:

Correction of religious parroting is not an advocacy for originality. Indeed, there can
be no originality with the true believer. All his/her life must be from God who alone is
original  ad  His  truth  does  not  change.  UNLIKE THE PARROT,  THE BOY WILL BENEFIT
IMMENSELY FROM THE SAME WORDS EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE NOT ORIGINAL TO HIM.  He
imitated this from the tutor who wrote or dictated the script. The benefit would come
because he would apply his sense and moral value to the words and become a better
kid. (Of course, if he were to totally block his mind and harden his heart against the
message of the words then he would be just like the parrot - or worse.) 

arroting makes one look like this as I’m tagging that word; as I seen this way
too often in the YEC/IFB/KJVO sector.  That’s why you’re educating yourself on

real  social  studies  and  actual  science,  rethink  how you  approach  the  interpretation  of  the
Genesis narrative.  My reporting is on par to Matt Carroll from Issue Five as the
author I Fired God rivaled me with the hard profanity.  Parroting Scripture every
other paragraph is bad journalism. 

P

There’s two schools of research that stemmed from Issue Five – The Wright
Treatment and The Pacione Blast.  Pacione Blasts are a lot more abrasive using
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documentaries, Spotify or Bandcamp, then explicit hard language.  Lake Fossil
put the teach the controversy debate on the theistic evolution side when I had
no idea I would end up voicing this. Keep in mind – the extent of my knowledge
of existing science came from writing Science Fiction, I learned as I went along.
If my contributor Deborah was willing to undergo being zipped into two layers
for research and forced to watch young earth evangelists no less.  ALL’S FAIR IN
THE GAMES OF RESEARCH RIGHT?   

Well where I’m getting for your research will come out of two places – but
if you pull the col 2:8 speech on me I can apply this to Answers in Genesis
because the guy who got is biology advice from the site; this happened.  So with
my  open  invitation  this  will  be  going  to  the  College  of  DuPage  philosophy
department as I will inquire them to host it. According to this.

Psychology Today – it’s written one should be prepared to give an answer as
Christianity Today had also chimed in as well.  Lee also  addressed the uneasy
relationship between the devote and the science educated.  So I am trying to see
if  this  pdf  finds  the  right  party  I’m  addressing  with  this  as  it’s  a  unique
perspective on research – as in Georgia must be willing to play herself up like an
Egyptian burial  or as Lazarus to gain the perspective of this particular social
studies observation.  My own research over the years about claustrophobia had
me looking these up for a classmate who I worked with.

The Ethereal Gazette: Issue Five is notorious for hard
profanity in some submissions including mine.  This is not
putting one’s faith to the test, but putting one’s skills on
research and fact checking as a lot of young earth, King
James Version only make for bad journalists and leaves it
open or gerbilism. I provided the costumes on my own
dime for what you’ll be doing and you’ll need this too –
LibreOffice.org.  

You’re invited to use these fonts and do not dismiss
what was presented to you in terms of your costumes.  I
had  seen  an  exchange  with  your  collective  trying  to  refute  the
Scientific  American  and  National  Geographic  with  the  Field
Museum’s findings..

I am enclosing a link to the pdf that Professor Cooney
contributed an article to this noted publication. 

For me to quite fair – I also read one of yours. If the b-movie horror actress,
Deborah Di Paulo had to undergo what she went with her photos it’s known as
being fair and balanced – then you have to as well. Think of it this way you will have
two outings to work with and written from a narrative journalism approach. 

In other words change up your approach for this;  meaning you have to
think your approach a little differently because if you don’t take this to heart.
You might end up laughed at even harder than you already are; has one even
seen this blog and yes I have been bullied by misinforming as that’s why my five
year memoir An Eye In Shadows was written.
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What you’re going to be doing is a bit groundbreaking in terms of examining
both how science, social studies, philosophy and theology interwoven seamlessly
into a project.  I already have the cover chosen as I will talk with a few in my
sector to host this publication.  My roster over the years really are this,  “Pay
attention! I am sending you out like sheep among wolves, so be as prudent as snakes and as
harmless as doves.” 

That would be Matthew 10:16 from the Complete Jewish Bible. Something
when theistic evolutionists are suggesting one should rethink how they approach
the Bible and the items will be in on your person from the publications to the
costumes involved, do not pull a return to sender.

You’re  going  to  learn  social  studies  and  urban  literature  when  doing
something of this nature – the young earth mindset seems to be impressionable
on Christians  who’ve came from a set  of  denominations  who see the  literal
narrative. 

“I don’t want to hear this from a community college drop out,”  well this
one outsmarted Eric Hovind with his own young earth arguments used against
him.   When he complained about swearing he never heard Cram it  Clownie
played up.  As in I said, “If you’re going to preach how humans and dinosaurs co-existed
then you’re a …….” 

I will say I held my own with Poochie Jackson of The Wiener’s Circle and
she wasn’t doing explicit barbs until after 8 P. M.   

Don’t borrow your language from Latter
Day  Saints  when  approaching  this.  I  am
going to make this clear: one must be able to
go at least 2400 words with their journal or
letter; even include dialog too when doing so.
You should really be careful taking aim at those who
are Philosophy minors and journalism majors. More
so  –  ESPECIALLY WHEN THEIR RESEARCH
AND OBSERVATIONS ARE GOING TO END UP
GIVING ONE AN IDEA OR FRAMEWORK TO
EXPLORE. Some  of  your  submission  I  am
encouraging you to respond to this piece.  If
you will notice with Stephen L Anderson –
he got the finger from the Daily Mail Snow
Monkey.   The  poor  creature  isn’t  going  to
understand  Ephesians  but  it  understands
Greek Philosophy – complete with the scowl
that comes with.

This is an exercise in academic honesty as you’re really making a mockery of
those who really do the research. I’m showing this pastor all my findings for her
possible short form material as well as I suggested a challenging photo visual.
The  costumes  will  be  based  on what  was  written  on  an  article  featured  on
Psychology Today – the reasons she did are not these reasons.  This also plays up
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what  I  said  on  here,  where  Christians  have  a  bad  habit  of  throwing  Scripture  without
researching about mental health.  Don’t block my e-mail because what I said and what
I addressed in this insight will give you some serious chops; then rethink how
you approach the Bible in the same light.   

I  am  inviting  you  to  challenge  my
roster  and  my research  in  print  as  what
you saw – you’re clearly getting chewed up
and eaten alive in the process.  I am also
inviting  one  to  challenge  Ponder on
Wattpad.com too as  I  am going to give
you a generous word count, but you don’t
even  type  a  single  word  until  your
costumes arrive.  Think of it as giving you a
fighting chance and be as researched as the roster
who became The Ethereal Gazette: Issue Five as
we’re on TheBookPatch.com.  

One  of  my  contacts  will  host  the
account on CreateSpace but I will handle
the design work and will already have the
template drawn up for how to arrange the
body  of  this.   I  also  suggest  reading
Ponder  without  prejudice  and  read  my
exchanges with  Sam’s Creation Blog as I
am showing restraint when I do this pdf

file handout.  Just sit down and think about this – you’re dealing with the one
who outsmarted Kent and Eric Hovind as a 38th birthday celebration. 

So study this cover as you tweeted about Wheaton College;  the whole thing
is  ground  zero  for  category  two  fly  chow.  That’s  how  the  rest  of  the  scientific
community honestly sees you; well that’s how citizen journalism treats those who engage in doing
fan fiction (real person material that’s not fact checked.)  I am showing great restraint but
when you receive all that you will be receiving; there’s going to be a few possible
outings from out of this.  So if you and your collective see this; please take the
time  and  read  the  entire  publication  in  The  Ethereal  Gazette:  Issue  Five  as
there’s something each one can attempt to tackle.

I am going to link LiveScience up to tie into what one’s going to end up
doing.  As having you done up like those who are standing before the feather of
Ma’at  as  I  explained this  to  a publisher  –  THAT’S WHEN ONE’S HEART WAS
WEIGHED AGAINST A FEATHER. I pitched an idea of the shoot for this to one of
her contacts; based upon the idea of having her eyes watching the heart being
weighed while she’s done up.  

The aspect about Issue Five’s social climate that carried over into writing An
Eye  In  Shadows;  was  the  critical  internet  backdrafts  this  roster  was  on  the
receiving end of.  What you’re researching is literal sense of being helpless in the
eyes of God; especially arguing against the stigmas that Independent Fundamental Baptists
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put on other congregations.  Here’s another part of what you’re using as Issue Five
will be employed in the sessions leading into what you’re eventually doing.  The
influence  on  what  your  collective  is  doing  entirely  has  ties to  Independent
Fundamental Baptists.  I am going hijack one of the bastard’s memes for this
particular download as this is under fair use. The Message has the part calling
such who bash on philosophical and academia well applies to what’s in the last
part of Romans in this wording,

“Since they didn’t  bother to acknowledge God, God quit bothering them and let
them run loose. And then all hell broke loose: rampant evil, grabbing and grasping,
vicious backstabbing. They made life hell on earth with their envy, wanton killing,
bickering, and cheating. Look at them: mean-spirited, venomous, fork-tongued God-
bashers. Bullies, swaggerers, insufferable windbags! They keep inventing new ways of
wrecking lives. They ditch their parents when they get in the way. Stupid, slimy, cruel,
cold-blooded. And it’s not as if they don’t know better. They know perfectly well
they’re spitting in God’s face. And they don’t care—worse, they hand out prizes to
those who do the worst things best!”

hen one sees this; keep in mind
when  reading  over  what  I

presented as this what one is doing
will be a change in print venue and
the  world weird web.  That one piece
will  be  submitted  for  Christian
Nightmares as a multimedia presentation
paired with this particular release – as in
you  will  be  paired  up  with  an
instrumental  presentation  of  Circle
of Dust’s material as well.  

W

This is  the word count  in  this
presentation  – if  one  can  go  here,
then  you’re  in  good shape.   I  will
leave you to your thoughts and with
the props you have to work with.

What I have arranged (with every bit of my limited budget – and this being said,) you
will rival what my correspondents did when they were active in the 1980s.  So
the research one will be doing – this is nothing you ever did when you were
getting your papers to be a researcher; but in the rest of the science front and in
Professor Kooney’s field.  You’d be dismissed on par to that of someone who
wrote fan fiction from established media properties – don’t look at me like that
because you see Amos 5:10 played with and discussed in my roster.  Keep this in
mind – I am published for being explicit but this I am showing control and being
gentle in my invitation but Issue Five; it operated in a hostile climate.  I took my
time to gather all what you’d be using for this research exercise – and a venue
change so you don’t get treated like a fan fiction writer. All one will be working
with – you’re facing the unknown, and keep the scriptures I presented with this
with your visual aides and  don’t ignore this,  “FOR THERE WILL COME A TIME
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WHEN PEOPLE WILL NOT PUT UP WITH SOUND DOCTRINE. INSTEAD, BECAUSE
THEY HAVE ITCHING EARS,  THEY WILL ACCUMULATE FOR THEMSELVES

TEACHERS IN LINE WITH THEIR OWN DESIRES.” Ω
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